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Abstract
One of the most valuable assets of an organization in today's competitive world is knowledge resources because they
can create value. Knowledge management aims to identify and manage the organization; part of the valuable
organizational knowledge is related to business processes. In this study, a framework for identifying and modeling
processes is presented. Different dimensions of knowledge affect business processes and ultimately affect the value
of the organization. To investigate and confirm the dimensions of knowledge, a process of fuzzy network analysis
and integration of Demeter multi-criteria decision-making methods has been used to find cause-and-effect
relationships and prioritize the dimensions and examples of knowledge. First, the key and valuable processes of the
organization is identified during the map and then a model including the dimensions of knowledge such as
knowledge input to the process, knowledge of the environment outside the process, knowledge during the process,
Knowledge of the process output and Knowledge about the process has been developed. Next, dimensions,
knowledge related to each dimension were presented. After analyzing the matrix, it was observed that Knowledge
from the outside environment, knowledge about the process, and Knowledge during the process have the most
significant impact on the organization's value, respectively.
Keywords: knowledge evaluation, organization value, business process knowledge, knowledge identification,
DEMATEL, fuzzy network analysis process
1. Introduction
Today, to gain a sustainable competitive advantage, most dynamic organizations in organizational process
management have turned their attention from organizational process automation to process-related knowledge.
Therefore, identifying and modeling knowledge is essential to improve processes or reduce errors (Mirshahi 2014).
In this article, a model is presented to identify and prioritize business process knowledge dimensions
comprehensively. For this purpose, the Iran Kish Credit Card Company has been selected for the study. Research on
knowledge management has dealt chiefly with the organization's knowledge management processes, but the research
that deals only with the knowledge of business processes is minimal, although it is essential. In similar studies, only
the basic model of process knowledge classification is briefly presented. This study aims to identify and model the
critical processes of the organization and related knowledge resources. Of course, in the end, knowledge resources
and processes are ranked based on their effect on the organization's value.
The first step, such as business process architecture, examines process models to show the main processes and their
correct classification. Porter's value chain model was used to show the key processes and their flow to create value
for the organization. The APQC framework was also selected as a standard classification to classify processes from
level zero to sub-process. After identifying the key processes and classifying them, a process map was drawn. A
combination of Porter's value chain (as level zero model) and APQC (level one only) was used to draw this map. To
identify and evaluate process knowledge, according to previous studies, we first extracted the dimensions and
examples of business process knowledge. With the opinion of experts, the models and dimensions were approved,
and then in the last stage, according to the multi-criteria decision-making method, the dimensions were ranked based
on their effect, on the value of the organization, the degree of importance. Finally, the DEMATEL method was used
to show the flow of their cause and effect, and the prioritization of these dimensions was done using the fuzzy
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network analysis process method (Ayoubi 2011, Alavi 2001).
1.1 Statement of the Problem
Due to the importance of the two issues of processes and knowledge in leading organizations and given the value that
these two assets have for the organization, much research has been done in the present decade on both issues.
However, in these studies, little work has been done examining and identifying the knowledge of business processes,
especially in the dimensions that create the most value for the organization. Identifying and modeling this valuable
knowledge, good planning, and investment can create differentiation, competitive advantage, and customer
satisfaction in the organization.
Knowledge is considered an integral part of organizational processes and cannot be managed separately. In principle,
it can be said that this knowledge is included in all types of organizational processes. One of the advantages of
process knowledge modeling is identifying knowledge resources to provide value-added goods and services,
reducing mistakes, and reworking by relying on organizational experiences, saving problem-solving time, and
increasing innovation and creativity (Roblek, Vasja, et al. 2013, Qureshi 2012). Furthermore, identifying and
evaluating knowledge processes can result in finding the primary sources of knowledge creation and opportunity
learning, improving customer responsiveness, decision-making, and problem-solving through access to knowledge
and internal and external specialists, evaluating intangible assets and competitive advantage, and finding valuable
knowledge in the organization. Finally, the objectives of this study include the following:
1. Determining the dimensions and examples of business process knowledge.
2. Provide a business process knowledge model.
3. Creating a framework for evaluating the effect of business process knowledge dimensions on organizational value.
2. Research Background
2.1 Theoretical Foundations
Combining the two topics of knowledge management and process management leads to many mutual benefits in the
organization's performance. Business process management methodology supports the knowledge management
process. Gives an appropriate view of identifying existing risks and opportunities for future analysis as well as
organizational processes based on instructions, rules, and workflows and other examples of knowledge in them, as
well as the possibility of internalizing knowledge by identifying changes, bottlenecks and defining the critical points
of the process (Bloodgood, J. M., & Salisbury, W. D. 2001). Business processes are the key to the success of any
organization. Therefore, having a reliable business process management method in organizations is essential, and
organizations have learned that business process management is a substantial investment in the rapid response to
changes in the competitive environment. Business process management with multiple models required by
organizations provides a unified and systematic way to design, implement, and manage organizations' business
processes. Individuals and systems are involved in each process. (Qasemian, J., & Jafarzadeh Kermani, Z, 2019).
In literature, process-related knowledge can be explicitly acquired and embedded within itself. Like the knowledge
extracted, we could model this knowledge within the framework of instructions, flowcharts, and rules. This
knowledge is usually built to support decision-making processes that can be demonstrated through a series of rules. A
portion of evident process knowledge can be recorded by an interface (such as log files in a process management
system).
On the other hand, knowledge is a process that cannot be represented by any intermediary, which is called tacit
knowledge. Tacit knowledge is more hidden in the minds of employees of the organization. Like the experiences that
employees gain over the years working with the process, this knowledge disappears as employees leave the
organization. Therefore, knowledge of a dispersed process must be extracted in the minds of employees. This
knowledge obtained after modeling should be available to the organization's people so that it can be used to benefit
from standard work processes and improve these processes (Angeles, J. O, 2015).
Process knowledge is not as readily available as explicit knowledge and is not as inaccessible as tacit knowledge but
is accessible by managing knowledge embedded in business processes or managing knowledge processes. Therefore,
tangible resources create added value when combined with tacit knowledge. Furthermore, because of the difficulty of
identifying and modeling knowledge embedded in processes, if the organization incorporates process knowledge
identification and management into its programs, it has a competitive advantage over competitors (Entezari, Hassan,
1988).
The z value is to create the conditions for more significant benefits than the cost and success of an enterprise in the
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long run, which means that managers create value for all customers, shareholders, vendors, employees, and society
broadest sense. In this case, any of the stakeholders who find that the organization does not gain value leaves the
organization and endangers the organization's success. The company's value chain allows managers to gain insight
into company processes. The value chain starts with the main components of product production or service delivery
of institutions and includes processes performed to satisfy customers (Starkey, 2010).
2.2 Previous Studies
Previous research focused only on the organization's knowledge, but floating knowledge embedded in the primary
processes has explicitly been considered in the present study. This category has been developed according to the
factors that can affect the level of process knowledge.
Given the limitations of articles related to identifying and evaluating process knowledge and the value of institutional,
organizational knowledge, the knowledge accumulated in processes can be essential in connecting these two
concepts. To model and classify organizational processes, we used Marlon Dumas' book, in which he presented
models such as Porter value chain, apps, and the ISO standard process map as basic models for classifying and
displaying critical organizational processes (Dumas, 2013). Also, according to Miskins's article, an integrated method
for identifying and modeling the optimal processes of the organization has been presented, the result of which has
been used in organizational architecture planning. (Miskon.s, 2015) Also Table 1 refers to the background of research
in modeling the dimensions of process knowledge, and in Table 2, the types of knowledge according to previous
studies are presented to classify the dimensions of knowledge.
Table 1. Research background in the field of process knowledge modeling
Row

Research title

Author

Research results

1

The conceptual
structure of business
process knowledge

(Angeles, J. O, 2015)

The purpose of this study is to provide a structure to demonstrate
knowledge of business processes. Therefore, a model was
presented in which process knowledge includes four dimensions of
input knowledge, resource knowledge, knowledge of process
components, and finally, output knowledge.

2

Business Process
Knowledge
Framework

(Dang, Jiangbo, et
al., 2008)

This research introduces the knowledge of organizational processes
as an efficient solution that consists of three dimensions. Process
stakeholder perspectives, types of knowledge available, and
process knowledge goals. This study shows how business process
knowledge influences process design and stakeholder
communication.

3

Elements of
knowledge
management in
improving
organizational
processes

(García-Holgado,
Alicia, et al , 2015)

In this article, he pointed out that it is essential to pay attention to
process knowledge to improve processes; it has divided the various
dimensions of process knowledge during the process into several
categories in a table. Knowledge of the process (inputs), knowledge
of the process (Knowledge of individuals) knowledge of the
process (organizational learning).

4

Application of process
map in improving
business processes

(Mentzas, 2001)

In a part of this article, in order to draw a process map, the
knowledge of the organization's processes is mentioned, and in the
presented model, three divisions for process knowledge, including
knowledge about the process, knowledge during the process, and
knowledge of the output of the process are mentioned.

5

Forecasting and
modeling the
dynamics of
organizational
knowledge

(Nonaka, I., & Von
Krogh, G, 2009)

In this paper, dynamic modeling to identify the factors that cause
the loss of organizational knowledge of processes is based on the
model of Nonaka Takeuchi and scenarios that show how key
variables affect all stakeholders, including customers and suppliers.
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Table 2. Background of the organization's knowledge
Row

Example for Knowledge

References

1

Stakeholder knowledge

(Shim, J. P. 1989) - (Nonaka, I., & Von Krogh, G, 2009) –
(Mashhadi 2020)

2

Knowledge of competitors

(Taghizadeh E 2013) (Rabiee 2011)
(Nonaka, I., & Von Krogh, G, 2009)

3

Market knowledge

(Dang, Jiangbo, et al. 2008) (Rabiee 2011)

4

Legal requirements

(Dang, Jiangbo, et al. 2008) (Rabiee 2011)

5

Forms, checklists

(Nonaka, 1994) (Noohpishe, N 2019) (McIver. 2016) (Rabiee
2011) - (Dang, Jiangbo, et al. 2008)

6

Knowledge Documentation

(Entezari, 1988) - (Rabiee 2011)

7

Systematic knowledge

(Nonaka, 1994) (Ouali, Sonya, 2016) (McIver. 2016) (Duran, D. E.
S., Builes, J. J., 2017)

8

Experience and skills

(Nonaka, 1994) - (Nonaka, I., & Von Krogh, G, 2009)(Lee, Y. C 2011)

9

Technical knowledge

(Ouali, Sonya 2016) (McIver. 2016)
(Nonaka, I., & Von Krogh, G, 2009)

10

Mental model

(Nonaka 1994) (Mashhadi 2020)

11

Creativity

(Mashhadi 2020)

12

Organizational experience

(Shim, J. P. 1989) (Entezari 1385) (Dang, Jiangbo 2008)

3. Conceptual Model
3.1 Process Map
Studies show no comprehensive standard or model for classifying and grouping processes from a managerial
perspective. Some formal organizations have each made a specific classification based on their experiences, studies,
and tastes. In this study, we have tried to make use of best practices Standards. Like organizational process
architecture projects, after classifying and modeling organizational processes, we used sub-processes and main
processes concerning two models, Porter, and APQC. Finally, to show the organization's critical processes and how
they relate, we used the process map provided in ISO 9001. This process map is localized with the characteristics of
the company's processes and results from library studies and interviews with company experts and the application of
their points of view.

Figure 1. Company process map
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3.2 Proposed Model of Process Knowledge Dimensions
Considering previous studies on the dimensions of process knowledge and an overview based on the Saypoc model,
we presented the following model, which shows all the process knowledge dimensions and their type of flow.
Knowledge input to the process: These are the things needed to start the process, and with the help of it, the work
begins. Includes information, knowledge gained from organizational systems, databases, and strategic management
knowledge. Knowledge during the process: It is created during the process by the people involved in the process. It
includes the technical, knowledge, experience, and mental model of the main person in the person's decision points
and creativity. Process output knowledge: Eventually leaves the process as knowledge and may enter the following
process as knowledge. Includes output information, knowledge storage in organizational systems, and organizational
experience. Knowledge outside the organization: any knowledge of the beneficiary's market and competitors or the
process is practical and can be used. As well as the legal requirements are also in this category. Knowledge about
process knowledge within the organization, but out of the process and change management process, knowledge
management, process management, and quality management can affect and improve it.

Figure 2. Model of business process knowledge dimensions
4. Research Method
This research is applied in terms of purpose, descriptive, and survey research regarding problem-solving and library
and field methods in terms of data collection. The data collection tools are semi-structured interviews and a pairwise
comparison questionnaire at the five options. To assess validity, respondents were asked to comment on the
appropriateness of the questions for measuring the index, and their corrective comments were applied. The statistical
population consists of experts and people involved in the organization's processes at the company level. Because the
number of these people was limited, a pairwise comparison questionnaire was distributed among 15 experts.
Triangular fuzzy numbers are widely used due to easy calculations; therefore, fuzzy triangular numbers have been
used in this research. Therefore, the implementation of decisions is definite. Therefore, by applying a series of
actions, resulting in a fuzzy, it became definitive. The method used in this study to convert a fuzzy number (A=
(l,m,u)) to a definite number (Yager center of gravity method) is as follows (Lee and Lin, 2011):

(1)
DEMTAL method is widely used in decision making with multiple criteria, it is the creation of interrelationships
between elements because Dematel will provide more valuable and accurate information about the internal
relationships of criteria than other tools, this tool in this study to examine the relationship Internal has been used (Wu,
2008).
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Thomas L. Saati developed the network analysis process. In this hierarchical structure, the highest goal point is the
problem, and the intermediate levels include the factors representing the higher level. Finally, the last level includes
activities that need to be considered to achieve the goal (Jassbi, 2011). This technique is used to rank the dimensions
and affirmation the value of the organization.
5. Data Analysis
First, the accuracy of the findings was confirmed by experts to check the validity of the research, then the importance
of each dimension in the research model was examined through re-interviews with experts.
5.1 Calculation of Internal Relations by Fuzzy DEMATEL Method
At this stage, the internal relations of the main criteria of the problem, which are the exact dimensions of knowledge,
are examined. To obtain these relationships, the fuzzy DEMATEL technique was used. In the first step, the criteria's
importance and impact were determined using the defined scales with expert opinions. Then, the standard direct
communication matrix after fuzzy was obtained according to Table 3:
Table 3. Normalized matrix of experts' opinions on the dimensions of knowledge
CR1

CR2

CR3

CR4

CR5

CR1

)121,1(

)1.0021.00,1.00(

)1.0021.0021.00(

)1.1021.1021.10(

)1.0021.0,21.0(

CR2

)1.1021.0121.00(

)121,1(

)1.1021.0121.00(

)1.1021.1021.1,(

)1.0021.0021.0,(

CR3

)1.0021.0021.00(

)1.0021.0,21.01(

)121,1(

)1.10,1.1021.01(

)1.0021.0021.00(

CR4

)1.1021.0021.00(

)1.0021.0021.00(

)1.0021.0021.00(

)121,1(

)1.0021.0021.0,(

CR5

)1.1021.0021.00(

)1.0021.0021.00(

)1.1021.0021.00(

)1.1021.01,1.00(

)121,1(

To calculate the complete communication matrix, de-fuzzing was performed, and definite values in the direct
communication matrix were presented in Table 4. Based on the Dematel method results, we separated the criteria in
terms of effectiveness or impressionability. Figure 3 shows the relationships and intrinsic importance of the
dimensions of knowledge according to the results.
Table 4. The importance of the impact of knowledge dimensions
Criterion

D

R

D+R

D-R

effect

Knowledge about

0.000

0.,00

0...0

1.0,0

effective

Knowledge during

0.000

0.100

0..0

-1.0

Impressionable

Input knowledge

0.,0,

0.000

0.,00

-1.010

Impressionable

Knowledge from the
outside environment

0.000

1.0.0

0.000

0.0,0

effective

Output knowledge

0..00

0.1,0

0.0,0

-1.000

Impressionable

As shown, the CR4 variable of extra-process knowledge has the most significant impact on other dimensions, and the
CR1 variable, process knowledge, affects each dimension of process knowledge and is itself affected by the
knowledge output from the process. Cause and effect relationships can be observed according to the direction of the
arrows in the figure, proving the flow of the proposed process knowledge model. The other three variables are
affected by the input from the output of the previous process takes effect.
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Figure 3. Relationships and internal importance of knowledge dimensions
5.2 Priority Aspects of the Model With the Help of Network Analysis Techniques
First, the experts' views were collected in 5 hours, and the matrix of pairwise comparisons was collected and then
fuzzy. Then, geometric mean has been used to aggregate the views of experts in the network analysis method. In the
fuzzy ANP method results, we are faced with pairwise comparison matrices to form weights or priority vectors that
determine the importance of each dimension of knowledge to the goal and the importance of each instance of
knowledge to the appropriate knowledge dimension. After the consensus of the experts and after ensuring that the
experts' opinions are consistent in the next step, the weight of each instance is calculated about each dimension of
knowledge related to it. In general, it can be said that the acceptable degree of incompatibility of a system depends
on the decision-maker; But Bloodgood (2001) presents the number 0.1 as an acceptable limit and believes that if the
inconsistency rate is more than 0.1, it is better to reconsider the conclusions. Table 5 shows the matrix of pairwise
comparisons.
Table 5. Matrix of pairwise comparisons of knowledge dimensions about the purpose and weight of each of them
CR1

CR2

CR3

CR4

CR5

Weight

CR1

0

0

0.0.00

1..,,0

0.0.00

1.000

CR2

1..,00

0

0.,00

1.000

0.,00

1.00,

CR3

1.0000

1.,0100

0

1.0010

0

1.10,

CR4

0

0

0.0010

0

0.0010

1..00

CR5

1.0010

1.0000

0

1..0000

0

1.10,

CR=0.007<0.1

In the next step, to prioritize the dimensions and examples of knowledge, we need to consider the effects of factors
on each other. For this purpose, the giant matrix is defined as follows: The formation of an unbalanced supermatrix,
the calculation of a balanced matrix, and the calculation of a finite supermatrix using Super Decisions software and
the results obtained from the T matrix the fuzzy dimethyl method have been used. This matrix was then normalized
as the T matrix concerning the sum of the column values.
This is a large matrix that determines the effect of knowledge dimensions on instances of knowledge and shows the
internal relationships of knowledge dimensions. Also, the T matrix obtained from the DEMATEL method has been
used for internal relations of knowledge dimensions. The large non-T matrix must be converted to a significant T
matrix using the normalization method. As a result, the sum of the values in each column of the large matrix will be
one. Figure 4 shows the final weight of the dimensions.
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Figure 4. Graph of the final weight of the criteria by purpose
Dimension priority Based on the analysis results, it was determined that the most critical dimension of knowledge is
knowledge from the outside environment with a weight of 0.411. Then there is the process knowledge with a weight
of 0.297 and the in-process knowledge with a weight of 0.176. Finally, process input knowledge and process output
knowledge with the same weight are in fourth place.
To determine the importance and prioritization of each dimension of local weight knowledge, we calculated them;
the results of their prioritization are shown in Figure 5. It ranks first among the examples of knowledge of
stakeholders with a weight of 0.196. The second to fifth ranks were competitors and top companies, process
management knowledge, quality management knowledge, and market knowledge.

Figure 5. The final weight of criteria
Table 5, after confirming the experts' framework, summarizes the results of the classification of dimensions and
examples, some of which are derived from the localization of process models and others from the research literature.
Knowledge from the outside environment, based on its vital Knowledge (Knowledge of stakeholders, competitors,
and market knowledge), has the most significant impact on the value of the organization and knowledge about the
process (Knowledge of quality management, process, and risk) can create according to its continuous knowledge
And improves the process is in the second place. However, as it is clear from the results, knowledge is also practical
from other dimensions.
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Table 6. Summary of research results
Rank

Local
weight

total weight

Examples of Knowledge

00

1.11.0

1.10,

Knowledge of change management

0

1.1000

1.0

Process management knowledge

.

1.1000

1.100

Quality management knowledge

1.10.

Knowledge Management
Knowledge

00
1.1010
0

1.10.0

1.10

Risk management knowledge

0

1.11,0

1.100

Experience and skills

1.11,0

1.100

The technical and specialized
Knowledge

,

1.101,

1.1,

Expert knowledge and mental model

0

1.110

1.1.

Creativity

0.

1.1110

1.11,

Input information

00

1.1110

1.11.

Knowledge of documentation

01

1.110

1.10,

Strategic management knowledge

1.10

The knowledge received from the
information system

1.00,

Stakeholder knowledge

1.000

Knowledge of competitors and top
companies

0

00
1.111,
0

1.101,

2
1.1,00
0

1.10,0

1.1,.0

Industry market knowledge

00

1.111,

1.10

requirements

0.

1.1110

1.11,

Output information

00

1.1110

1.11.

Knowledge stored in the system

01

1.110

1.10,

Organisational Learning

Weight

Aspects of
Knowledge

1.000

Knowledge about
the process

1.00,

Knowledge
during the
process

1.10,

Knowledge input
to the process

1.10,

Knowledge from
the outside
environment

1.10,

Knowledge of the
process output

6. Conclusion
The analysis results show that the management processes in the process map, including business capability
management, risk management, and strategic management, have a significant impact on the knowledge of processes
and the organization's value. Given the importance of tacit knowledge during the process that a person involved in
the process noted, the importance of developing and implementing staff training or expertise in core processes with
high sensitivity is a crucial decision. Due to the nature of the study, organization-based IT services include products
with short life due to innovation in payment methods and is also due to the competitive market, the industry, and the
efforts of all competitors to increase market share and gain satisfaction and loyalty. The customer can be told that the
primary dimension of process knowledge is the environment outside the process. The knowledge of the customer, the
knowledge of the competitors, and the importance of the agility of the knowledge providers organization are also
essential, so external communications as a support process are essential for creating value. Given the importance of
results and ratings, which can be valuable sources of knowledge and understanding of effective processes for policy
and planning related to knowledge management, was considered.
It is recommended due to the dynamics of knowledge, and other variables that can affect the value of the influence of
system dynamics modeling and simulation can be used to assess the impact of various aspects of process knowledge
on the value of systematic and comprehensive as well as Demonstrated the flow of existing knowledge and their
cause-and-effect relationships. In future research, examples of knowledge for all significant value chain processes
can be identified, and then their impact on the value of the organization can be evaluated. In this way, more accurate
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results can be achieved to plan for sources of knowledge.
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